
Digital exhibition tour 

»Learn about Anne«

Information for teachers  



Aims and contents

The overview module is particularly suitable for students in grades 8 and 9 

of all school types. 

The exhibition focuses on Anne Frank and her diary. The students learn 

about Anne Frank in individual stations and deal with the relevance of the 

topics in Anne‘s diary for their own lives.

Young exhibition guides present parts of the exhibition in short film clips. 

Afterwards, the students will deal with what they have seen and heard on 

worksheets. 

These can be edited digitally or printed out.

The students learn

• 

 

 

Who Anne Frank was

• How she dealt with the diary and what meaning it had for Anne

• Why we still talk about Anne today
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Setting

The time required to complete the module is approx. 45 minutes in individual 

or group work. 

The worksheets can be edited digitally or as a printout. The videos are trans-

lated into German sign language and the material is also suitable for blind and 

visually impaired young people. If desired, a solution sheet can be used for 

self-checking.

Pre and postprocessing:

The students can be prepared for the topic in an earlier teaching unit. A possi-

ble follow-up should take place in a discussion. 

These materials can be used as a support:

• 

    

https://www.annefrank.de/en/exhibition-berlin/about-the-exhibition/ 

• https://www.annefrank.org/en/museum/web-and-digital/video-diary/ 

Deepening of content:

• 

 

https://www.annefrank.de/en/exhibition-berlin/

• https://www.annefrank.org/de/anne-frank

If you have any questions about the technical requirements for using the offer, 
please contact us by phone: 030-2888656-10 or via ausstellung@annefrank.de

You are welcome to share your experiences with the overview module. 

We are looking forward to your feedback!
The team of the Anne Frank Zentrum
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Solution of the Single-Choice questions

Anne´s Diary

Why is it important for Anne to write a diary?

The diary is like a friend to her.The diary is like a friend to her.

Anne rewrites some of her diary entries several times. Why?

She‘s rewriting her notes because she wants to publish them after the war.

Who is Anne?

In July 1942, the Franks go into hiding. A short time later they take in the van 
Pels family. In November they offer Fritz Pfeffer refuge. The helpers provided 
the eight persecuted people with everything they needed to live. Could Anne 
leave the hiding place?

No, it was too dangerous. 

What happened to the helpers after the hiding place was discovered?

The two helpers Viktor Kugler and Johannes Kleinmann were arrested, 

the others were not charged. 

What connects Anne with today?What connects Anne with today?

Anne often writes about herself in her diary. How does she see herself? 

She thinks that she is very different: sometimes like this and sometimes like She thinks that she is very different: sometimes like this and sometimes like 
that. that. 

What do What do antisemitesantisemites say about Anne‘s diary?  say about Anne‘s diary? 
Anne Frank has never lived. 
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